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WELCOME.

COASTAL STYLING 

Hi, welcome to newsletter 5!
Sorry this is so late.. It's been a very busy
month!  
Well, the sun is shining here and it's
gorgeous!
I hope all is well with you?
The Summer holidays have started and the
Yorkshire coast is busy!
Holiday makers packing in and lot's
happening .....

The focus this month is how to bring coastal
styling to your home, no matter where you
live or the age and style of your home.
I believe that a hint of coastal style can
cheer even the darkest of interiors!
A punch of colour and a hint of coastal
paraphernalia can bring a smile to any
home!



Create an inviting Coastal scheme with a consistent
colour palette of  white, blues and grey shades with a
punch of coral , ochre or sandy yellow to give it a
modern spin!
 

CLASSIC SEASIDE.

NEW ENGLAND STYLE 

If your focal point is a fire place,
Especially if you are lucky enough to
have an open fire or log burner, make
a feature of your log pile, and hang a
beautiful coastal print on the chimney
breast or propped on the fire surround  

FOCAL POINT 

You can't fail to go for an Hampton's style
interior, painted up-cycled furniture, tongue and
groove panelled walls and  white washed woods.
 Keep it simple with a pop of colour or a classic
stripe.
This look is timeless and is an easy way to get a
holiday vibe in any interior!



Accessories and coastal paraphernalia are key to the success of the look!
You can go all out seaside with coastal signage, ships and anchors! Or you could do a gentle
nod to the coast with natural fibres, wood and textures, for example, sisal rugs, wooden floors,
painted furniture , vintage patterns and wallpaper, accessorised with antique coastal finds.

ACCESSORIES!
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Accessorise with cushions, throws and lampshades to finish the look or add them to a
white or grey room to add a pop of colour and pattern!
beachcomber finds such as pebbles and painted glass all look pretty displayed in bowls
and random pieces of pottery.
Accessories in cheerful primary tones of red, white and blue or a pop of Americana  or a
framed vintage map or seaside postcards are inexpensive ways you can incorporate this
look and give you an instant mood boost!



LAST MONTH'S MAKES!
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A big thankyou to my lovely customers! Looking
forward to my next bunch of makes for this
month.

Thankyou for  spending the time to read and I
hope it gave you a little burst of coastal
loveliness!..

Next month... more coastal 
styling with white & wicker!
Take care, see you soon 
                                     Bev x 


